
Options for Reinstating a Left

Traffic Lane at Water End/
 
 

 

The existing approach from Water End to the Clifton Green junction.
 

This leaflet gives details on 
the left-turn traffic lane at the junction
several considered at the Decision Session 
September. The layouts are 
pages of this leaflet, together with 
of the pros and cons for each one.
 
We would like to receive comments on the options no later than 
Friday 20th January 2012. Please see the contact details on the 
back page. 
 

A decision about these options should be made in early
2012. 

Options for Reinstating a Left

Traffic Lane at Water End/Clifton Green

The existing approach from Water End to the Clifton Green junction.

This leaflet gives details on the final two options for 
turn traffic lane at the junction, which were 

considered at the Decision Session 
layouts are shown on the plans in the middle 

, together with descriptions and a summary 
of the pros and cons for each one. 

We would like to receive comments on the options no later than 
January 2012. Please see the contact details on the 

decision about these options should be made in early

Options for Reinstating a Left-turn 

Clifton Green 

 

The existing approach from Water End to the Clifton Green junction. 

for reinstating 
 chosen from 

considered at the Decision Session meeting in 
in the middle 

descriptions and a summary 

We would like to receive comments on the options no later than 
January 2012. Please see the contact details on the 

decision about these options should be made in early March 

ANNEX F 



Contact Details 
 
To comment on the proposed options outlined in this leaflet, 
please contact Jonathan Pickles, Engineer (Transport Projects) 
either by: a letter sent to 9 St. Leonard’s Place, York YO1 7ET; 
by e-mail to jonathan.pickles@york.gov.uk; or call him on 01904 
553462. 
 
 
Additional Information 
 
The information contained within this leaflet is also available to 
view on the council’s website (the details can be found at 
www.york.gov.uk/cliftongreenjunction) under the Transport 
Schemes section. If you require any further information, please 
contact Jon Pickles (see contact details above). 
 
 
Westminster Road / The Avenue 
 
It is expected that the restoration of a left-turn traffic lane at 
Clifton Green will result in fewer motorists using Westminster 
Road and The Avenue as a through route to avoid delays at the 
junction. However, the council is also committed to carrying out 
an investigation into the possibility of introducing a road closure 
to address this problem, and this will be reported to the Clifton 
Ward Committee in due course. 


